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ChSallenge facultyito make

jles
public

Spiva claims action
TESFAYE GULILAT
Contributor
The following is an interview
with Dean Ulysses V. Spiva
Interim Dean of the School of
Health and Social Services.

explain to the students the
grounds for his recommendation to terminate the
seven faculty members.
According to Dean Spiva, the

This interview was con-

students were not given the

ducted in order to give the
Dean an opportunity to

full story which led to his
action.

throughout this year I have sat
with each of them again, advising, assisting and suggesting
things that they were or were not
doing through the year. When
people were saying that charges
had been made or I had made
accusation against these people
without foundations, they are
talking without knowledge. The
Vice President of Academic
Affairs, is the only one who
conferred with me regarding the
specific reasons as to why the
recommendations were made.
You may want to know that every
academic dean makes their
recommendations to the Vice
President for Academic Affairs
,prior to June 1.5. It is interesting
to note, that the focus is on this
school. I have the feeling that if
you check with other deans, there
were recommendations that
some contracts not be renewed
at the end of this next academic
year. One individual was

GOOD TIMES:
There are two Programs, the Occupational Therapy and Physical
Therapy Program, Terry Jones and Dr. Antonson's Programs. The
accreditation manual specifically requires that the individuals
accepting the position qualifies to run the Program for the accrediting agency to accredit it. Mr. Jones and Dr. Antonson has
been demoted to Acting Chairperson. How do you think that's going
affect the accreditation status of the program and the future
to
of the students in the programs?
Dean Spiva:
I was told by the people at the American Medical Association in
Chicago, while attending a Higher Education Conference, that,
"they could care less who is in charge of those programs," so long
as it is a person they could contact for information as they needed
it, and of course, so long as, there is someone with the necessary
qualifications as far as leadership in the Program, is concerned. So
as to whether the leadership was Professor Jones or Dr. Antonson
or someone else or whomever, they didn't care about that.
GT: The person would have to have their qualifications?
DS: Well in terms of having trained in that area, Ok, and we
wouldn't employ anyone that was
not trained in that area to teach
in the program or to direct it.

I

GT: Now I don't know about Dr.
Jones, but Dr. Antonson has

justifiable

recommended for not being hired
because that individual refuses to
teach his-her share of the
teaching load. Individuals have
refused to teach any courses in
some quarters and in no quarters
have they taught more than one.
There is a stack of documents
that will show that we have sat
down with one individual time
and time again just trying to
show him how to make an acceptable schedule.

GT: There is also a rumor around
the university that the university
finds the two programs expensive considering the few
students they serve and that the
university is trying to get rid of
these programs, and the effort is
being made or that you must
have been told to cut these
programs by any means?

DS: I can say unequivocally no.
ThePresident, the Vice President
and any other key administrators
are
supportive
of
these
programs. They don't, and I don't
want to see them cut. They are

good programs and they can do a
students, also

s~e>

rorm memfers or

the
her faculty. What is
demoted
being
her
criterions for
to the position of Acting Chairperson.
DS: Let me say, first of all, I am
not as Dean at liberty to discuss
their personnel records as they
are, they are free to do so
because it is their record. The
Board of Regents states they
have access to their records.
However, be assured that I sat
down in September 1974, with
Professor Jones, Professor
Antonson, along with all the other
chairpersons on an individual
basis and worked out major
responsibilities which they were
to carry out. Periodically,

for

urt

our community, I think they are
needed. But the people who are
killing the programs are the very
same people that I am recommending not be rehired. It's unfortunate that some are able to
get to the students, give them
misinformation and have them
all upset, and when in fact, if the
students knew the truth, they
would support the recommendations. These are the people
that are killing the programs,
and are going to hurt the School if
somebody doesn't take a stand
and say no longer my friend,
you do your work because we pay
you the high salary a year to do
x
ap
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your job or we will recruit others
to do the job.

GT: I understand that one of the
requirements of the AMA was
that the Dean of the School be
someone who has training and
qualifications in one of the
programs within the School.
Otherwise, they will not be accredited. And that there is
allegation to that effect, I cannot
prove it, but I have to ask you, do
you suspect that was purposely
encouraged by some members of
the department to have this
recommendation imposed and
have you removed?

DS: Unequivocally. I'll say to you
that it appears in the documents
of both the Occupational Therapy
and Physical Therapy, accreditation visit that they
recommend that the university
hire a Dean who will be able to
give
the
administrative
assistance necessary to operate
these Programs. Unequivocally,
I will also say that Professors
Jones and Antonson requested
that that information be placed in
those documents, "not the accreditation committee mernbers." Neither program had their
curriculum in order. That's why
they are hired as Chairpersons.
There is no way that a dean can
continued on page 6

APOLOGY
Contrary to popular belief the
Veterans
Affairs
(spelled
Venerans in last weeks issue) is
not giving penicillin for VD. Our
apologies (The services are
provided only for those under the
GI Bill).

a

FIU committee criticizes FPL project
NINETTE DAVIS
Reporter

A group of

FIU faculty

members have been subpoenaed
to act as witnesses for the
Department of Pollution Control
in an investigation studying the
feasibility of constructing a
Florida Power and Light nuclear
power plant in St. Lucie County.

'

FPL issued the mandatory
Impact Statement in the Spring
of 1974 to Pollution Control
regarding the St. Lucie II nuclear
plant at Hutchinson Island. It
stated the unavoidable damage
that such a plant would cause to
the surrounding environment and
concluded that such damage
would be minimal.
IN JANUARY 1975 the Power
Plant Siting Committee, under
the direction of Dr. Daniel F.
Jackson of FIU, presented a 450page report to the Department of

JaCKSOf

Pollution Control. The report
concluded that Hutchinson Island
is not appropriate for the construction of St. Lucie Plant II. Dr.
Jackson, Director of Environmental Technology and Urban
Systems at FIU, directs and
coordinates the Siting Committee
which assesses the impact of
building power plants.

In May, Dr. Walter Goldberg,
from the Department of Biology
at FIU, was subpoenaed along
with other members of the Siting
Committee to give a deposition to
establish the sources of the Committee report. The Committee
members answered the subpoena
with the FIU attorney and two
attorneys from Pollution Control.
FIU's attorneys
However,
of this particular
out
dropped
case because of a conflict of
interest.

HEARINGS were held from
June 16 to June 26 in Fort Pierce
after the deposition. Several
interest groups and organizations
were present at the hearings
including Dr. Goldberg acting as
Pollution Control's only witness.

Dr. Goldberg, who specializes
in marine biology and marine
radio-ecology, says that several
Committee members were not
subpoenaed because their investigations had concerned
mostly radiological issues which
were ruled out as irrelevant to
the hearing because only the
Federal Government, not individual states, can consider
radiological issues.

The main issues discussed
were chemical pollution from the
plant; whether their emergency
cooling system would damage
the environment; and, whether
the FPL Impact Statement was

The Smithsonian Institute and
the Harbor Branch Foundation,
who in their Indian River Study
of 1971 concluded that the area is
productive, appeared at the
hearings represented by two of
their New York attorneys.

credible.

in their
claims
"FPL
Statement that the area of
Hutchinson Island is nonproductive and that it is a barren,

flat, sandy bottom," says Dr.
Goldberg. "Their sampling was
deficient. They took insufficient
samples for plankton, the drifting
microscopic organisms. It was
like running down the turnpike
with a butterfly net for ten
minutes once a month during a
ten-month period and concluding
that there are no butterflies in the
area."
DR. GOLDBERG says that
FPL's chief scientist for the
Walls,
Dr. Nancy
study,
supervised the marine biology
study yet she is a microbiologist.
"On cross examination the interrogators established that Dr.
Walls knew little of marine
biology," states Dr. Goldberg.
The hearings will resume July
14 in Fort Pierce. Dr. Jackson
will then be the witness for Pollution Control and the hearing
examiner, the Honorable Chris
Bentley, will make a ruling.
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To the Editor:
I found your opinion of June 26
"Fish Live in Deathtraps"
particularly unwarranted. To my
knowledge not one member of the
Biology Club or even the Biology
Department was ever approached prior to the publication
of this article by anyone of the
staff of GOOD TIMES.

The fact of the matter was
that the "two H UGE angelfish"
in question w ere introduced
mysteriously:
without
the
knowledge or co nsent of the club.
The salt water aquarium is a
precarious sysstem requiring
constant attent ion. The lobby
aquariums are funded by SGA,
stocked and ma intained by the
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Is FIU falling down?
To the Editor:

"And They Came Tumbling

Editorial

Public Forum
has merit
Last week the "Good Times" came up with an idea that we
thought would be of great benefit to the students at Florida International University.
The idea was to formulate a student-faculty-administrative
study group which would conduct public forum meetings to bring
students, faculty and administratorscloser together. Of course, the
time being summer, not a whole lot of popular reaction came of this
suggestion.
WE'VE CAREFULLY considered our idea, and believe it has
merit. We believe that the Student Government Association at
Florida International University has atesponsibility to itself and to
the students at FIU to provide this type of communications
channel. Beyond this, the faculty and administrators, as educators
and concerned individuals, should feel a similar desire to bridge
what had once been referred to as a generation gap.
In this case, the academic gap has reached such vast proportions as to be complex and confused. Students are no longer interested in gaining an education and having that education result in
a job-or so it seems. Nor are they interested in fitting in. It also
appears that students are not the activists and reformers of the 60s.
WE BELIEVE that the challenge of establishing a Public
Forum for an exchange of opinions within the university is a
necessary element with which to begin to bridge this academic
gap. We are asking that the Chairman of the Student Government,
the Director of Student Activities, the Chairman of the Faculty
Senate and the Chair of the University Council meet with other
interested individuals for the purpose of laying the groundwork for
such a project.
In this day and age, participation in the social and political
systems of America are far too complex for many of us to understand totally, although we'd like to believe that we do indeed,
understand them. We believe that this
ideological and
sociological definition strikes each of us in a different, and yet
common way-we want to be a part of things that are going on
around us.

Down". Like the walls of Jerico,
the walls of the "new & modern"
university house look as though
they may come tumbling down
unless
someone
does
something-Now.
Dean Clark's conference
room, the southwest wall of the
game room and those in the
theater below are suffering from
excessive amounts of rain water
passing through a crack in the
outside wall. Everyone knows
that you can't stop the rain, but

under the administration. With

or, correcting negligence on the
part of the contractors. The

full powers to accept or reject the
finished product.
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Grace Kelleher

.... Jeff Baumann
Managing Editor .,....,....,,..Fran Assalone
, Orlando Gonzalez
..
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News Editor ,..
Entertainment Editor ...... ,
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Wilham Schweikert

tographer
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substantiated

criticism

vested interestS
"Making education relevant
to solving community problems"
was supposedly what would
make FIU different from all
other state universities. Unfortunately, any potential of having a
bustling campus full of curious,
interested students actively
"getting involved" in community-oriented research activities
is being undermined by a group
of student politicians who have
prevented, through bureaucratic
maneuvering
and
empty
rhetoric, informed discussion on

important

controversial

problems which affect almost
every member of the student
body.
IN RECENT weeks, a number
of highly-motivated FIU students
and professors have organized a
campus group, Students for an
Understanding of Political
Economic
Realities
(S.U.P.E.R.), with the intent of
bridging the gap between the

of the

SUPER's members were so
enthusiastic and so anxious to get
underway that this budget was
submitted for SGA funding
Wednesday June 25, the same
day SUPER was recognized by
SGA's Senate as an "official student association." A Budget
Committee meeting had been
originally scheduled for Friday
June 27, just two days later. Upon
learning that SUPER had sub-

mitted a request for funds, the

Chairman of the Budget Committee immediately cancelled Friday's meeting and rescheduled it
for the following Thursday, July
3. (He suddenly claimed that he
was newly appointed to the post
and, consequently, needed time
to study funding procedures.)
However, the maneuvers of
July 3 made it clear that SGA's
politicians were not handling
SUPER's funding in an ordinary
manner. Not only did the Budget
Chairman fail to appear at the
meeting but only one regular
Budget Committee member
showed up; in effect, the budget
meeting was cancelled due to a
lack of a quorum. Nevertheless,
Mike S' -th, SGA comptroller
and actig Presiding Officer of
the student Senate, as well as a
few senators who were not
Budget Committee members,
decided to meet "unofficially"
with SUPER's representative.
Presiding Officer Mike Smith,
a politician with a reputation for
sitting on the fence, broke tradition and made it perfectly clear
in whose lap he sat. SUPER's
representative explained that the
funding would support SUPER's
computerized study of the interlocking directorships and shareholders of Miami businesses
having over one million dollars in
sales in the past year. He explained that this study would
most likely prove that a handful
of men control Dade County's
economy and would reveal the
close ties these wealthy men
have with Dade's politicians.

is

disruptive and unfair, and
responsible journalism is the
unfortunate loser.
GROVER L. RAWLINGS, JR.
BIOLOGY DEPARTMENT
etters

to

the

Editor

are

elcome. It is requested tha
hey are typewritten, double
paced. All letters must be
igned. Names
will be
ithheld upon request.

By
accepting
finished
products in the condition of U.H.
we are doing a grave injustice to
those who are paying for it.
Acceptance of the building is
water under the bridge but will
we make the same mistake for
the next building; and-the next,-

and the next?
Concerned Taxpayer

Student politicians protect

classroom and the critical
problems of the local community

Business Manager ..
Advertising Manager ..

The final completion of the
university depends upon the
construction of many more
buildings. Is the University
House an example of what we are
to expect for the countless
millions of dollars yet to be
spent? Those who are responsible
for accepting contracts need to
be better informed of what is
happening. It seems that there is
a rising need for a construction
quality expert who would work

there must be ways of stopping

"textbook" knowledge

publlshed weekly during the academic year at Florida International University, The student publication office is located
at 212A University House, Florida International University,
Tamaiami Trall, Miami, Florida 33144, Phone 552-2118.
Bner
Editor ., .Robyn

building is barely a year old and
already it poses as a pre-mature
candidate for a demolition squad.

Biology Club's members. No
departmental funding or faculty
support is received.
The curriculum of the Biology
Club student is at least rigorous
yet they find the time to display
these beautiful aquariums for the
benefit of the university community and many of those who might
otherwise never see a native
tropical fish.
From the staff of the GOOD
TIMES they get unwarranted, inaccurate criticism. Investigative
reporting is laudable when
supported by investigation. Un-

.-

I

THE STUDY would make
clear why basic necessities such
as housing and health care are
priced out of the reach of the
average hard-working citizen.
Additionally, it would show how
greedy speculation and corrupt
zoning practices have affected
the construction industry, the
life-blood of Dade's economy,
leaving hard-working people out
of work.
Yet, neither unemployment
nor housing nor health care nor
political corruption seemed to be
important to Mr. Political Smith.
He could not see how the "study
would benefit FIU's student
body." Though less than 5 per
cent of the FIU student body felt
it worth their while to vote in the
recent student elections, Smith in
some rather empty, confusing
rhetoric explained that because
he represented the entire student
body, he would not support funding for such a study.
Perhaps, if the study was less
controversial, such as the $600
fish tanks with their quiet, uncomplaining prisoners in the PC
Building, Smith and the people he
works with could find reasons
why funding would benefit the
student body. Once again the
wealthy and powerful celebrated
a victory over the worker, student and citizen. Once again their
political patsies have attempted
to discourage, delay and confuse
the issues. However, SUPER's
members are determined to
continue the struggle and fight
for the truth.

K
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harder to be the eternally young
boy than it is to be the little old
lady, for me.
GT : Granting the types of
theatre you've done, and granting you've done more Shakespeare than a lot of actors who've

done a lot more theatre, do you

U

DM: If I had to choose, I'd

choose classical theatre, but I'd
much rather leave myself

completely
range.

open to a wider

been like? Obviously you've had
a lot of on-stage training, but how
much technical background do
you have?

DM: Aside from school, which

-

B

DM "I try to completely
divorce any two characters I'm
doing. If I go out and start
:

Pan and Auntie Lavinia, I'll end
up with some crazy mix-up of the
two; I try and stay away from

that.
GT: Granting that you are
still rather young, what are your
future plans; will you stay in
Miami for your further education
and some more acting assignments? You've just got out of

high school?
DM: At least for one year, I'm

staying here. I'll be going to Dade

South. I don't know what I'll be
doing for the next ... for the rest
of my life, besides acting-that's

(you can take) are what you're

definite, that's the only definite
thing I have. I definitely see
acting as a career for myself,
with other things I can fall back
on, but, it's my life, it's ... I
didn't start living until Mr. Kivitt
got me into the place, but it's my
life and it's going to be my life.
It's the only life that I could stand

shooting for, but if you just want

living.

DM I completely agree. If
you want technique, the classes
0

K-

from an ethereal part like the
spritely 'Ariel to the clownish
Touchstone?

Ariel and Touchstone, or Peter

0

.a Yom.

GT: What about the transition

direction?

As

1~1

year old, but going all the way to
80, from the very young to the
ancient, is an easy step, really.

see yourself heading in any given

is the best training you can have,
how do you feel about that idea?

U
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DM: The great extremes are
much easier to handle than
characters a few years older than

thinking of similarities between

"getting on a stage and doing it"
I-
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"Auntie Lavinia"

DM: I'm starting to get just a
little bit tired of (being) a
children's theatre ingenue; now
that I've gotten some work with
some heavy characters, I really
enjoy that much more.
GT: Yet one of your heaviest
characters so far, has been
Auntie Lavinia Grimes in Ivan's
SECRET OF THE DOLL SHOP-a children's play, though not an
ingenue.
-. 2--

DM

I thoroughly enjoyed
doing Lavinia, she's a great
Ig

:0

character to work with, but then
again I enjoy doing Peter Pan or
Puck or Ariel. They're such a
jump from Lavinia, but they're
equally as fun for me as an actor;
as challenging. - In fact, it's
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TODAY
"The Fox," at 12:30and 7:30 p.m. in UH 14.
JULY 17
"Deliverance,"at 12:30 and 7: 30 p.m. In UH 140.
JULY 24

"The Candidate," 12:30 and 7:30 p.m. in UH 140.
JULY 31
"0 Lucky Man,"12:30 and 7:30 p.m. in UH 140.
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or UniversityHouse
Art work recently exhibited in
the FIU Student-Faculty Art
Exhibition at the Miami Art
Center was purchased by the Student Government Association for
University House. The purchases
were in the form of purchase
awards of $100 and one award for
each discipline taught ini the Fine
Arts program at FIU. These

"Four Female Figures," a
lively black and white etching by
Valarie Kutnek.
"Palmera of Miami," a latex
wall sculpture by Oscar Kalb.
"My Dad and Me," a striking
black and white photographic
print by Bob Hemphill.
"Chalice," a classic silver

eight pieces were selected as best

chalice by metal smith Elaine

in their discipline by a general

Cohen.

vote of those artists exhibiting in
the show.
THE STUDENT Art Association in cooperation with Student
Government arranged for the
purchase and permanent display
of the work in the Student Lounge
on the second floor of University
House beginning July 1.
Works included in the
collection are:
"Framed and Matted," a
large acrylic painting by Robert
Es.
"Woven Containers," a
sensitive pencil drawing by Rick
Poston.

ALSO, A haunting video taped
eulogy entitled "Now That
They're Gone," by video artist
Leah Cavell, will be placed in the
University's video bank to be
available for viewing to all
classes.
Ceramics is represented by
two classic pieces, both stoneware, with iron oxide decoration.
One a spherical bottle with line
design -by Jean Henderson, the
other a stately urn with coil
design suggestive of PreColumbian Art by Ursula Bray.
The work will be on view in the
U.H. Lounge and in U.H. Room
212.
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And Richard Dunne, as Alan
Strang the afflicted boy, has
moved from a fme performance
to absolute perfection. Indeed, it
is now, suddenly, Alan's showno longer does Murray'stechnical perfection dominate.
For, although Murray is still
wonderful as Dysart, Dunne has

Sad to say, Joel Colodnerwho is so magnificent as. the
horseman and as Nugget-and
Suzanne Lederer-the wonderfully sensual Jill-have left the
cast, now replaced by equally
wonderful performers-not yet
seen - by us; we caught Ms.
Lederer's and Colodner's last

I.

I-.
~iA

L

performance.
If ever you go to see a
theatrical show, you must see

truly come into his own as Alan.
His is a most wonderfully affecting, sympathetic, truly warmly
human portrayal.

EQUUS. It is the great good
fortune of Miami to have so
wonderful a piece of theatre; it is
all the more magnificent for
having the brilliance of Richard

And the best of the supporting
cast is still in tact: Pauline

Dunne, Brian Murray and their

colleagues, defining for us in

Flannigan is still a wonderfully
moving and sincere magistrate;
Betty Miller-who has never

EQUUS exactly what constitutes
the actor's art.
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ern S look
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sad, but magnificently human
father.

~1N

formance of a lifetime as the
psychiatrist who is alternately
beset with his own problems and
trying to save a 17 year old boy
from madness.

t

Davison is to the point of total
command of his scenes as Alan's

E~I!I!~

EQUUS, nearly seven weeks ago

Brian Murray (as Dr. Martin
Dysart) is still giving the per-
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See LOVE AND DEATH, for a light-hearted
look at heavy-hearted human tragedy. And. see it
for sad, funny Woody Allen, currently the finest
clown working to make us laugh-and working to
show us the ludicrousness of his-and ourhangups.

103
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innate inclination toward working out his neuroses
on film-if he didn't do it so beautifully. Good grief,
who isn't a bit tired of the idea of eventually having
to die; which of us would rather not? Let it happen
to everybody else first? Take me, rather than my
loved one(s)? Take my wife, please! Take Henny
Youngman, por favor!!
But, what is astonishing about LOVE AND
DEATH is that it is a very witty, charming, utterly
lovable film. It isn't quite Allen at his best, he is
better when he isn't trying so damned hard to be
literate and sophisticated. But some of his bits are
totally hilarious.
Unfortunately, what has gotten to be a problem
is his co-star, Diane Keaton-after three Allen
flicks and both parts of the GODFATHER-she has
been over-exposed, on the one hand, and shown up
to be most limited in range, on the other. Although
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she was fine in SLEEPER, the last Allen effort,
here she is desultory and mis-cast.
ALLEN, however, is as good as ever, schlepping
about, trying against all odds to overcome his
hangups. His innate wistfulness is his saving
grace; he copld become a total bore, forever exorcizing his demons; but the true gentleness of
spirit and sincerity of feeling transcends all the
comic hokum. He is a wonderfully human and
affecting performer and a man who has taken
comedy beyond the boundaries of his predecessors.
He can make atrocity seem funny, assassination
hilarious, poverty gladsome. And yet, Allen makes
all of it a poignant reminder of the fallibility of
mankind.
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One could get a bit tired of Woody Allen and his

July Films
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originally

(or longer?) it was already the
finest theatrical event to come
into Miami's horizons in years,
Now, after a long run-which is
continuing fairly indefinitely-it
has matured into an almost
perfect piece of theatre.
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been less than superb -now
surpasses herself as Alan's
pathetic mother; and Jack
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Mason as Mason

GT Some actors to whom
we've spoken feel that just
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nothing (in theatre), just working
on stage with Ivan Kivitt.
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I am. It would be very hard for
me to play a 30 year old, even a 25

in Dade County is very little or
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wide range of parts and a wide
variety of types of theatre; which
do you prefer; or do you?
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GT : You've developed a fairly
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GT: What's your training*

as a home base.
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associated with (the Playhouse)
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speare on the Beach--has been
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G . You've done everything

that you've done here?
DM: I've dabbled in things at
the University (of Miami); but
everything else-like the Shake-
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Pipsqueak Puppet shows.
GOOD TIMES : How long have
you been acting?
Danny Mason: I started a,
little over two and a half years
ago here, at the Merry-GoRound.
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star of children's theatre and the
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X.

Miami's most accomplished
actors. We spoke to Mason at
Ivan' Kivitt's Merry-Go-Round
Playhouse, where he is also a
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GT: You've played everything
from little kids like Linus in
CHARLE BROWN to old
Lavinia, which shows a considerable range; not to say you could
play everything in between, of
course, but ...
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to be an actor, want to learn
about stage work, being an actor,
the only thing to do is just get out
and be an actor; start working on
the stage.
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On Tuesday, July 8, the Miami
Beach Tourist Development
Authority's Shakespeare-by-theSea festival presented the first
showing of Ivan Kivitt's production of THE TEMPEST. On this
coming Saturday, Shakespeare's
AS YOU LIKE IT will be.
presented and for succeeding
Tuesdays and Saturdays through
August 16, the two plays will
alternate in repertory.
A leading player in both
productions-as Ariel in TEMPEST and the clown Touchstone
in AS YOU-LIKE IT-is Daniel
Mason, at 18 already one of
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